
For the Saint Kentigern College entry in the Emerging Leaders category of the NCEA Make 
your Mark Competition, we decided that a large variety of students would give us the best 
idea of students’ voice on issues and ideas surrounding NCEA. We split into groups, with 
two prefects taking each year level, and even included a group of IB students. These 
students had completed NCEA level 1, but had gone on to study the International 
Baccalaureate programme. We found that this provided some good insight and 
understanding of what it was like to study using different styles of assessment and teaching. 
We used the NCEA Conversation Guide as the foundation for our conversations, but each 
group slightly altered the programme to fit with the students and the direction of the 
conversation.  
 
Talking about NCEA overall, some of the positive aspects that the students discussed 
were….  
 
The different grades ranging from N1 to E8 as it strives you to push further. Schools count 
M6 however, NCEA only counts it as a merit overall. Everyone agreed that 3 levels of 
assessment is good as it allows you to get into the swing of things and get ready for level 
two which is used in University applications. NCEA allows students to complete internals and 
externals through a range of different ways including paper and digitally.  
 
From the IB discussion, the group deduced that a positive of NCEA was the wide range of 
subjects. It’s a curriculum which includes a diverse set of interests from the arts & 
technology to mathematics & sciences, which seems appropriate for a national education 
certificate. The system of earning credits was also a big positive aspect, ensuring that 
students can gauge their progress throughout the year. 
 
The students also identified some areas of NCEA which they felt could be improved… 
 
Most age groups agreed that the credit system doesn’t show an accurate representation of 
your overall understanding and achievement. We also talked about how various internals 
having different numbers of credits and that some are weighted wrong for the specific 
internal. E.g. the difference between a two-credit and a six-credit internal is a huge gap and 
often little workload difference. There is also a stigma around “drop out” subjects or 
“academic” subjects, for example travel and tourism credits are weighted the same as 
calculus. The marking schedule is very specific. You need to use specific words to get marks 
instead of looking at the holistic understanding of the topic. There is also confusion between 
when you can reassess or resubmit. There could be more moderation between schools in 
terms of marking. 
 
Some negatives which arose in the IB group, included student complacency as a result of 
having already passed a subject prior to external exams. There is no incentive to continue 
studying and ‘finish well’ as students have already passed. A major difference between IB 
and NCEA is the ability for students to take initiative in assignments. The students we 
conversed with appreciated the ability to choose topics on which to base their assignments. 
This personal touch from the students would be “great to develop real-world curiosity” as 
opposed to the ‘learn for the test’ mentality of NCEA. They also found that the IB 
encouraged them to seek answers from sources outside of teachers or websites, having to 
make connections and seek answers from people in relevant fields, further equipping them 
with practical, ‘life’ skills. They also suggested that the relentlessness of internals make the 
learning superficial and potentially unrewarding, as there is little time to explore the 
relevance of content covered. Students suggested lowering the number of internals per 
subject in order to push up the quality of the learning. 
 



In regards to the Big Opportunities ideas for the future of NCEA, the students had 
mixed reviews… 
 

1. Level One: The students were fond of the idea of reducing the credits required for the 
year and removal of external assessments.They also enjoyed the idea of putting a 
greater focus on achieving something rather than “credit counting”. However, they 
were very frightful of how significant the “big project” would be on their grades and 
what if they were to fail it.  

 
Level Two: The students disliked this idea and believed it didn’t relate well to their 
future years. What if you didn’t have a good “big project” or worse, fail it?    

 
Level Three: The reaction to the first big opportunity was overwhelmingly negative. 
Participants called it ‘subjective’ and ‘uneven’, and wondered whether it would set 
potential students up for future learning.  

 

2. Level Two: The students liked this idea and believe it’s good to be prepared for the 
future, this was stressed thoroughly throughout the session.  
 

Level Three: Students liked this idea, and agreed that the teaching of real life skills is 
essential, however stressed that NCEA should still teach practical academic skills.  

 
IB: They agreed strongly with the idea of continuing to adapt with changing society, 
and agreed that having digital fluency is likely to be a key skill for the future, so 
building a foundation of knowledge in NCEA Level 1 would be very useful. 

 
3. Level One: The discussion had a focus on the credit system, in which students said 
that having to focus on 6 different subjects with varying content to earn enough credits to 
pass the year was not ideal. From a differing perspective, some students discussed that for 
those who don’t have a strict idea on what they want to study, having the option to pick a 
wide range of subjects is useful to them as they are still exploring their options. Students 
also found that being able to take several subjects at a time allowed them to stay interested, 
in contrary to becoming bored with having a single focus. 
 

Level Two: There were mixed views about idea number three. It seemed hard to 
coordinate and there was confusion amongst the students, it also didn’t seem 
feasible for all professions.  

 
Level Three: Students liked this idea, but wondered how it would be practically 
implemented. Some saw it as better for those not looking to go into tertiary 
education.  

 

4. Level Two: Idea number 4 was disliked by the students, they found it complicated. Do 
UE requirements still apply?  
 

Level Three: Students liked this idea, and commented that the connection between 
subjects would make it easier to get work done in each subject 

 
5. Level One: For some students, the school system in regards to grading and subject 
availability did not reflect their strengths and capabilities. They would want their CV to show 
how they have more success in other areas such as social skills, communication etc. As for 



UE rank scoring, students found that to gain UE, they must take unnecessary subjects 
offering high amounts of credits to increase their rank score. 
 

Level Two: The students disliked idea number 5. They also would like to be in control 
of their CV.  

 
Level Three: Students commented that it was a good idea on paper, and would make 
it easier for getting jobs - yet said it was ‘too fluffy’ and ‘too holistic’. One participant 
commented that ‘school is for learning, not co-curricular’.  

 

 



 
 


